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Flexibility in performing mental calculations has become an important topic
for research in mathematics education, resulting in a surge of research done in
this field over the last two decades. While contemporary research shows the
same basic idea of mental flexibility, different operational definitions and
approaches have led to results that are not directly comparable. The study
reported here focuses on cognitive flexibility in arithmetic reasoning in second
and fourth grade German and American students, where flexibility is defined
more intuitively by referring to students’ knowledge and use of number patterns
and relationships. Students were encouraged to sort 12 two-digit addition and
subtraction problems reflecting a variety of number patterns into “easy” and
“hard” groups and explain their reasoning. Qualitative results revealed a
variety of reasoning patterns and profiles of flexibility and rigidity.
Quantitative results indicated no country differences in cognitive flexibility and
no grade differences for American students. However, German fourth graders
exhibited significantly more flexible reasoning than German second graders.
Keywords: Cognitive flexibility, cognitive rigidity, mental arithmetic.
In recent decades, important research in mathematics education has
been aimed at identifying and understanding students’ techniques for
performing mental addition and subtraction. In this context, students’ ability to
solve multi-digit arithmetic problems, without using paper and pencil
computing algorithms, has come under increasing scrutiny among researchers
(see e.g., Blőte, Klein, & Beishuizen, 2000; Heirdsfield & Cooper, 2004;
Rathgeb-Schnierer, 2006; Threlfall, 2009).
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) argued that students should be able to use a
wide variety of problem solving strategies and that they should be able to adjust
familiar strategies as well as invent new ones (NCTM, 2000). Critical to the
effective use of mental strategies is cognitive flexibility, an attitude of mind that
is both adaptive and agile. In this context, the past decade has seen significant
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gains in our understanding of mental processes that contribute to or make up
mental flexibility (Grüßing, Schwabe, Heinze, & Lipowsky, 2013; RathgebSchnierer & Green, 2013; Selter, 2009; Threlfall, 2009). In addition, new
approaches have been invented for conducting empirical research on mentally
flexible strategies and procedures (Rathgeb-Schnierer & Green, 2013, 2015;
Threlfall, 2009; Torbeyns, De Smedt, Ghesquière, & Verschaffel, 2009).
Theoretical Background
Research Findings
Contemporary research on cognitive flexibility in mental addition and
subtraction has revealed several consistent patterns. For example, after learning
the standard computing algorithms, students tend to prefer them and do not
utilize previously learned strategies, even when the latter continue to be more
advantageous and appropriate (Selter, 2000, 2001). Moreover, when students
learn through examples, they tend to learn specific procedures rather than
general rules or relationships, which in turn leads to a negative impact on the
development of mental flexibility (Heirdsfield & Cooper 2004; Klein,
Beishuizen, & Treffers, 1998; Schütte 2004). Others have reported that student
strategies are related to the context of usage, as occurs with different target
operations (Torbeyns et al., 2009), specific problem characteristics (Blöte et al.,
2000; Torbeyns et al., 2009), and student-initiated recognition of problem
characteristics (Rathgeb-Schnierer, 2006, 2010). Another pattern reported in
the literature is that students who exhibit flexible and adaptive expertise in
mental calculation also show deep understanding of number and operation
relationships as well as knowledge of basic facts and fact families. These
students also possess high self-confidence and a positive attitude towards
mathematics (Heirdsfield & Cooper, 2002, 2004; Threlfall, 2002). Additionally,
they show recognition and use of number patterns and relationships to solve
problems (Macintire & Forrester 2003; Rathgeb-Schnierer 2006, 2010; Schütte
2004; Threlfall, 2009).
Pedagogically, the development of flexibility in mental calculation can
be improved by special approaches to mathematics education. In this regard
researchers have highlighted the problem-solving approach in general (Heinze,
Marschick, & Lipowsky, 2009; Heinze, Schwabe, Grüßing, & Lipowski, 2015)
combined with specific activities for fostering number sense and metacognitive
competencies (this special approach is called “Zahlenblickschulung”)
(Rathgeb-Schnierer, 2006, 2010; Rechtsteiner-Merz, 2013). Furthermore,
students with low achievement in mathematics need special instructional
approaches to develop flexibility in mental calculation (Verschaffel, Torbeyns,
De Smedt, Luwel, & van Dooren, 2007). The approach termed
“Zahlenblickschulung” supports the development of numerical relationships
and conceptual knowledge in all students, including low achievers, which is the
fundamental condition for developing calculation strategies and flexible mental
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calculation (Rechtsteiner-Merz, 2013). Finally, it is important to note that
recent research in the field of flexible mental calculation reflects different
interests and aims, and these in turn influence both the research methods and
the data interpretation.
Definitions of Flexibility
In the current literature, there exist multiple and inconsistent definitions
of mental flexibility, and these in turn have resulted in vastly different
operational definitions (Star & Newton 2009). For example, Star and Newton
(2009) define flexibility as “knowledge of multiple solutions as well as the
ability and tendency to selectively choose the most appropriate ones for a given
problem” (p. 558). In a similar vein, Verschaffel, Luwel, Torbeyns, and Van
Dooren (2009) prefer a distinction between “flexibility,” to describe the use of
multiple strategies, and “adaptivity,” for the actual selection of appropriate
strategy choices. In this vein, Selter (2009) extended the idea of “adaptivity” to
creatively develop and select for use an “appropriate strategy.” In marked
contrast, another group of researchers has contended that flexibility consists of
choosing among different strategies simply on the basis of the characteristics
“… wherein strategy flexibility is conceived as selecting the strategy that brings
the child most quickly to an accurate answer to the problem” (Torbeyns et al.,
2009, p. 583).
There exists some consensus among all these definitions in the idea that
flexibility in mental calculation includes two central features: the knowledge of
different solution methods and the ability to adapt them appropriately when
solving a problem. However, it is exactly in this respect that crucial differences
in the definitions emerge. Threlfall (2009), for example, has identified two
different explanatory models for flexibility in mental calculation: one based on
the idea of conscious or unconscious strategic choice and one based on the idea
of “zeroing in” on a solution based on number knowledge and conceptual
understanding. Furthermore, Rechtsteiner-Merz (2013) has systematically
analyzed the various notions of flexibility found in the literature and identified
three different approaches regarding what exactly is meant by the adaptive use
of strategies and how this can be identified: “(1) appropriateness of solution
path and task characteristic, (2) appropriateness of correctness and speed, and
(3) appropriateness of cognitive elements that sustain the solution process”
(Nunes, Dorneles Vargas, Lin, & Rathgeb-Schnierer, 2016, p. 13).
Aims and Questions
In contrast to the research summarized above, the project reported here
did not focus on solving addition and subtraction problems. Rather, the
emphasis here was on examining mental processes that underlie problem
solving in terms of cognitive elements. In that context, the method used here
examined directly whether students recognized problem characteristics, number
patterns, and number relationships, and whether or not they used this knowledge
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for solving a problem (Rathgeb-Schnierer & Green, 2013, 2015). This
definition of flexibility differentiates between solution processes based on
learned procedures (step-by-step mental calculations) versus recognized
problem characteristics such as number patterns and numerical relationships. In
this context, flexibility was viewed as a continuous, bi-polar construct, with
rigidity at one extreme and flexibility at the other. Such a construct allowed
measurement of the degree of flexibility students exhibited in a situation that
demanded mental arithmetic.
Generally, the study was aimed at answering the following empirical
questions:
• Is the flexibility/rigidity concept better characterized as continuous
or bimodal?
• To what extent is cognitive flexibility in mental calculation related
to sorting and reasoning patterns?
• Do students of different grade levels or countries exhibit differences
in sorting and reasoning and in degrees of flexibility?
These research questions required the design of a new methodology
since existing models do not generate relevant data for examining cognitive
flexibility and rigidity (Rathgeb-Schnierer & Green, 2017).
Method
Sample
The cross-country comparison required students from countries with
different school systems and approaches to mathematics education. In Germany,
there is a great emphasis on mental calculation (Krauthausen, 1993) in the
elementary grades, with the standard computing algorithms for addition and
subtraction introduced in the middle of third grade with three-digit numbers. In
the United States, the standard addition algorithm is introduced in first grade,
as soon as students are engaged with adding two-digit numbers. Based on this
important cultural difference and results from former research (Selter, 2000), it
was expected that second graders would be more flexible than fourth graders,
and that German students would be more flexible than American students.
Sixty-nine elementary students were interviewed, all high and middle
achievers selected by their teachers. These students were selected because pilot
testing indicated that low achievers tended to be exclusively rigid in their
thinking and nearly always failed to exhibit the flexibility strategies under
investigation. The German sample consisted of 19 second graders and 11 fourth
graders. The American sample was comprised of 22 second graders and 17
fourth graders. American students attended school in Charlotte, North Carolina,
and German students were schooled in Baden-Württemberg. Students came
from ten different classrooms (three second grade and two fourth grade
classrooms in each country).
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Problem Sorting
Twelve problems were printed on 3 x 5 inch cards and arrayed randomly
on a desk in front of the student. Students were asked to examine all the cards
and place them, one at a time, over to the side labeled “Easy” or to the side
labeled “Hard.” Each problem was designed to show one or more of the
following special features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

33+33: no regrouping, double digits; double facts at the ones place;
inverse of 66-33
34+36: regrouping; double facts at the tens place; ones add up to ten
47+28: regrouping
56+29: regrouping; 29 close to thirty
65+35: regrouping; fives at the ones place add up to ten
73+26: no regrouping
31-29: renaming; range of numbers; 29 is close to thirty
46-19: renaming; 19 is close to twenty
63-25: renaming
66-33: no renaming; double and half relation; double digits; inverse
of 33+33
88-34: no renaming; double and half relation of the ones
95-15: no renaming; fives at the ones place

Interviews
Semi-structured interviews were developed to elicit students’ reasoning
for sorting problems as “easy” or “hard.” After sorting a card, students were
asked, “Why is this problem easy/hard for you?” The sequence of questions
depended on the order in which students conducted their free sort of the 12
available cards. Each interview was comprised of two segments: (1) sorting
problems into categories “easy” and “hard” and talking about the reasons for
sorting, and (2) talking about how problems were solved. If it was indicated by
the situation (for instance by utterance or action of the student), a third segment
was sometimes added to compare selected problems by directing a student’s
attention to the characteristics of the problem (e.g., for 46-19, “Is there a way
to make this problem easier?”). Occasionally a student was allowed to sort a
card into an intermediate category midway between “easy” and “hard” (e.g.,
“This one is sorta easy and sorta hard”). Interviews lasted 15 to 30 minutes and
were video recorded, conducted in students’ native language, and transcribed
for data analysis.
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Data Analyses
For data analysis, we employed a mixed approach using both qualitative
and quantitative methods. In order to identify patterns in sorting and reasoning,
we first undertook qualitative content analyses. Therefore, all interviews were
transcribed in their original language. Based on theory and student data, a
coding system was developed. Examination of student interviews suggested
two types of underlying reasoning that were applied to both “easy” and “hard”
problems. One type involved reasoning by problem characteristics (coded RCE
and RCH for easy/hard sorting respectively). The second type incorporated
reasoning by solution procedures (coded RSE and RSH for easy/hard sorting
respectively). Both types led to distinct core categories that included several
codes (see Figure 1) and sub-codes. The manual for coding is too detailed to be
included here 1. Reasoning by problem characteristics was coded when students
referred specifically to problem characteristics (e.g. number patterns and
numerical relationships such as proximity of 29 to 30 or double and half of 33
and 66). Reasoning by solution procedures was coded when students described
any technique of mental, step-by-step computation.

Figure 1. Codes for reasoning by characteristic (RC) and solution procedure
(RS).
The complete data was independently coded by two trained judges using
event sampling 2. First, the whole data was segmented into events (with a precise
definition of an event and 98% agreement), and then the events were assigned
to categories and codes. Each event was exclusively assigned to one of the four
core categories. Therefore, the very first statement was used as indicator (no
rater disagreements occurred on this assignment). In the same category,
multiple codes could be allocated to an individual event. The coding for all data
followed the procedure of consensual validation found in Padgett (2008).
Figure 2 exemplifies two coding decisions.
1
2

Contact lead author for detailed coding manual.
For data coding and qualitative analyses, the software MAXQDA was used.
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Qualitative analyses provided crucial empirical evidence for subsequent
quantitative analyses in which we sought to determine frequencies and
distributions of flexible strategies as well as examine country and grade patterns
in the data. Quantitative methods included descriptive statistics and hypothesis
testing using analysis of variance.

Figure 2. Examples of coding decisions.
Results
Qualitative analyses showed specific patterns in sorting and reasoning
that led to identification of prototypes and revealed indicators of flexibility in
mental arithmetic. Quantitative analysis provided interesting and unexpected
evidence about country and grade patterns of arithmetic reasoning.
Patterns in Sorting and Reasoning
A total of 902 reasons were given by the sample (mean = 13.07,
minimum = 8, maximum = 17); 28.6% of the problems were judged as hard,
71.4% as easy. For the main categories, 54.5% were coded as reasoning by
problem characteristics, 31.5% as reasoning by solution procedure (14% coded
as “other” reasons were excluded from further data analyses).
A primary research interest was the extent to which students exhibited
reasoning by problem characteristics. Figure 3 shows that frequency data.

Figure 3. Reasoning by problem characteristics.
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For sorting easy problems, student reasoning referred to numerical
relations (RNR: 35.9%), number features (RNF: 40.7%), and basic facts
(23.4%). Reasoning by numerical relations comprised relation of numbers (e.g.
range of numbers, double half, sum of ten), relation of tasks (e.g. inverse
problems, commutativity, related problems) and analogies of tens and ones.
Reasoning by number features included special features of the ones (e.g. sum
of ten, no regrouping or renaming needed), special numbers (e.g. double digits,
numbers close to the next ten) or the size of numbers. Reasoning by basic facts
contained a statement that parts of a problem or a whole problem was known
by rote memorization; naming of a result was not coded as a basic fact reason.
A completely different pattern occurred in the core category reasoning
by problem characteristics for hard problems. For problems sorted this way,
students referred predominantly to number features and argued based on the
features of the numbers at the ones place (84.4%). As Figure 4 illustrates, the
need to rename for subtraction problems was often sufficient for students to
label it “hard,” while those who noticed other number features just as typically
reported the same problem to be “easy.”

Figure 4. Examples of reasoning for 31-29.
Varieties of Reasoning
Regarding the variety of reasoning exhibited by our students for easy
problems, different patterns in the core categories emerged for reasoning by
problem characteristics (RCE) and reasoning by solution procedures (RSE). In
Figure 5, each column represents a student’s reasoning for easy problems.
Squares differed in size to reflect relative frequency (large = more reasons) of
reasons assigned to a code (left column). Figure 5 illustrates all 69 students and
shows two distinct patterns regarding reasoning by problem characteristics
(RCE) and reasoning by solution procedures (RSE).

Figure 5. Profiles of reasoning for easy problems.
The distribution of squares in the top part of Figure 5 (category RCE)
shows that students who reasoned by problem characteristics (orange section)
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tended to produce a much greater variety of reasons than students who reasoned
by solution procedure (blue section). Note, for example, in the category RSE
(bottom part of Figure 5) the squares are predominantly located in one line,
indicating that these students tended to refer to only one reason (always
involving composing and decomposing) that applies across all problems.
Profiles of Reasoning
In terms of students’ reasoning about easy and hard problems, three
profiles were identified, as shown graphically in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Students’ profiles of reasoning.
Profile one (P1, n = 21 students) can be characterized by a reasoning
pattern that showed a clear preference for reasoning by problem characteristics.
Students who exemplified this profile showed more than 75% of their reasons
referred to problem characteristics. Typically, their reasoning was marked by a
great variety of reasons, and each reason matched special features of the given
problem. Profile two (P2, n = 6 students) can be characterized by a distinct
preference for reasoning by solution procedures. Students who belonged to this
profile exhibited a quite restricted range in their reasoning. Students who based
reasoning on solution procedures consistently described “composing and
decomposing” of numbers and number combinations. When reasoning was
based on problem characteristics, these students referred predominantly to
“memorized basic facts.” Profile three (P3, n = 42 students) can be
characterized by mixed reasoning, with either more emphasis on problem
characteristics (type a, 25 students) or on solution procedures (type b, 14
students) or equally balanced (3 students). Students in this profile can be
described as more comprehensive, since problem-based and procedure-based
reasons can coexist. When the mixed group reasoned about number patterns or
relationships, they used a variety of reasoning, but when they reasoned about
solution procedures, their thinking was strictly rigid.
Qualitative analysis uncovered two additional patterns. First, whenever
students referred to problem characteristics or to number patterns, their
reasoning exhibited cognitive flexibility. These students exemplified our
thinking about cognitive flexibility. Second, whenever students exhibited
reasoning based on solution procedures, they gave a restricted range of reasons.
These students acted very statically, with a single reason for very different
problems. Their profile is the hallmark of mental rigidity.
Based on our theoretical orientation and the qualitative findings
reported here, we operationally defined mental flexibility as any reasoning by
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problem characteristics (RC). In contrast, reasons coded “reasoning by solution
procedure” (RS) were classified as “rigid” (with the exception of one sub-code
in the category, “reasoning by solution procedure,” which represented less than
one percent of coded responses).
Quantitative Results
To examine more generally patterns of students’ flexible reasoning, we
distinguished between the frequency of flexible reasons (see Table 1) and the
repertoire of flexible reasons (see Table 2). Such a distinction is important
because some students may exhibit a high frequency but limited range of
flexible reasons.
Regarding the frequency, some students provided multiple, flexible
reasons for their sorting; others provided none. Within the sample, sorting
reasons coded as flexible ranged from 0 to 17, with a mean of 7.20 and a
standard deviation of 4.09. Plotted as a histogram, the data clearly reflected a
continuous distribution across all possible values between the two extremes (0,
17); more individuals were clustered toward the center of the distribution than
toward its extremes. Mean group frequencies of flexible reasoning exhibited by
our sample are shown in Table 1.
A significant country-by-grade interaction was found for frequency of
flexibility reasoning (F (1, 65) = 5.53, p = .022). In addition, a significant effect
was found for grade (F (1, 65) = 6.20, p = .015), with fourth graders producing
significantly more flexible reasons than second graders. No country difference
was found (F (1, 65) = 2.46, p = .121).
Table 1
Frequency of Flexible Reasoning (RC) by Country and Grade for 12
Problems

American
Students
German
Students
Column
Total

Mean
SD
n
Mean
SD
n
Mean
SD
n

2nd Grade 4th Grade
8.05
8.18
3.56
3.19
22
17
4.37
8.91
3.06
5.28
19
11
6.34
8.46
3.94
4,06
41
28

Total
8.10
3.54
39
6.03
4.51
30
7.20
4.09
69

Regarding the repertoire or range of flexible reasons (see Table 2),
individual repertoires ranged from only 0 to 11. Plotted as a histogram, the data
clearly reflected a continuous distribution across all possible values between
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the two extremes (0, 11). As with frequencies, more individuals were clustered
toward the center of the distribution than toward its extremes.
Table 2
Repertoire of Flexible Reasons by County and Grade for 12 Problems

American
Students
German
Students
Column
Total

Mean
SD
n
Mean
SD
n
Mean
SD
n

2nd Grade 4th Grade
4.91
5.47
1.90
1.28
22
17
3.21
6.18
2.29
3.48
19
11
4.12
5.75
2.23
2.36
41
28

Total
5.15
1.66
39
4.30
3.09
30
4.78
2.41
69

The findings regarding the repertoire offer an important check on the
results reported for frequency of flexible reasoning. A significant country-bygrade interaction was found for the repertoire of flexible reasons (F (1, 65) =
4.77, p = .032) and may be the primary factor at play in the significant effect
found for grade (F (1, 65) = 10.26, p = .002). No country difference was found
(F (1, 65) =.802, p = .374).
A two-factor MANOVA was used to examine country and grade effects
on three other dependent variables (no interaction effects found) identified in
the qualitative analysis:
• Reasoning by Solution Procedures (not significant for country and
grade)
• Problem Characteristics – Reasoning by Number Features (not
significant for country and grade)
• Problem Characteristics – Reasoning by Number Relationships
(significant for grade – F (1,65) = 9.24, p = .003, d = .85)
Discussion and Conclusion
The results presented in this report suggest sufficiently compelling
answers to the research questions to warrant further investigation. Concerning
mental flexibility in sorting addition and subtraction problems, the empirical
data clearly indicated that mental flexibility was best characterized as
continuous rather than bimodal: 30.4% of the students could be described as
extremely flexible (P1), only few (8.7%) could be described as extremely rigid
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(P2). The majority (60.9%) displayed some mixture of both rigid and flexible
reasoning (P3).
Our data also show that the sorting and reasoning patterns identified
earlier are empirically useful indicators of cognitive flexibility in mental
arithmetic. Whenever students relied on number characteristics and numerical
relations, they exhibited not only a variety of reasons, but also reasons that were
well adapted to individual problems. In our view, students’ use of number
patterns and relationships provides a more differentiated and appropriate way
to define and operationalize flexibility in mental arithmetic than alternative
approaches that employ elapsed time and solution accuracy (cf. Star & Newton,
2009; Torbyns et al., 2009; Verschaffel et al., 2009).
Our statistical results on frequency and repertoire of flexible reasons
showed both a significant country-by-grade interaction effect for mental
flexibility and a main effect for grade across countries, with fourth graders
exhibiting more mental flexibility than second graders. In our opinion, it
appears most likely that the grade difference was due to the country-by-grade
interaction. That is, there was virtually no difference between second and
fourth grade American students. In contrast, German fourth graders generated
nearly double the flexible reasons in comparison to German second graders.
This last finding is intriguing for us. While specific variation does occur,
there is a general mathematics sequence in American elementary schools in
which the computing algorithms for each operation are introduced sequentially,
grade-by-grade: first grade – addition, second grade – subtraction, third grade
– multiplication, fourth grade – division. In contrast, German states typically
introduce number reasoning in the primary grades and reserve computing
algorithms for higher grades. Given these geographic differences, our own
teaching and school experiences, and former research (Selter, 2000), we had
expected that German fourth graders would exhibit more solution procedure
types of reasoning (rigid) than German second graders. Yet, the opposite was
found in our data. German fourth graders exhibited significantly greater
flexibility than German second graders. This result can possibly be explained
by two aspects: the set of problems and the specific approach to reveal
flexibility.
(1) Set of problems: We used the same set of problems with two-digit
numbers for second and fourth graders. Since the fourth graders are
more familiar with two-digit numbers, this could explain why they
exhibited more flexibility. But, if this had been the crucial reason,
we would have expected a greater grade-level difference in the
American sample. In contrast to the research reported by Selter
(2000), the different set of problems (Selter used three-digit
problems) could be responsible for different results.
(2) Approach: Selter (2000) has reported that students act less flexible
in solving problems after they have learned the standard procedures
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in third grade. Our approach asked students to sort rather than to
solve problems. It might be that the request to solve a problem leads
to the immediate use of a procedure that might not be appropriate
for the problem, even if the students were able to recognize task
characteristics and numerical relations and to adapt appropriate
strategies. If the task of sorting versus the task of solving influenced
students’ reaction, this could be another explanation for the
differences in the results.

The discrepancy between Selter’s (2000) results for fourth grade
students and those reported here needs additional study. Our results call into
question the popularly held belief that German students abandon flexible
mathematics strategies once they learn standard computing algorithms.
Moreover, implied in this study is the need to assess the extent to which profiles
of cognitive flexibility reported here can be replicated with the arithmetic
operations of multiplication and division.
Nearly two decades ago, NCTM (2000) called for an increase in
emphasis on developing in students a deep, rich variety of problem solving
strategies. The data from this study clearly showed that students as young as
second grade exhibited a variety of strategies, and they made appropriate
selections among the strategies available to them. What still needs to be worked
out by mathematics educators is the most effective pedagogical methods for
instilling cognitive flexibility as a general “attitude of mind” and for teaching
specific strategies in particular. At the present time, what is clear is that primary
grade teachers should include frequent, real-world, problem-solving
opportunities for flexible mental reasoning. For example, our data showed that
cognitive flexibility was exhibited when students recognized problem
characteristics, patterns, and numerical relations. Consequently, we would
encourage mathematics educators to encourage student patience and reflection
when faced with computational problems in order to stimulate available
cognitive flexibility (Rechtsteiner-Merz & Rathgeb-Schnierer, 2015).
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